
Introduc on 

Israel faces numerous strategic security challenges. Its main 

security challenges come from Hamas in Gaza, Iran's en-

trenchment in Syria, Lebanese Hezbollah, and Iran’s nuclear 

ambitions. Hamas is the most immediate threat, but the 

least severe. The next most immediate threat is the Syrian 

civil war coupled with Iran’s entrenchment in the country. 

After that comes the medium-term threat posed by Hezbol-

lah, a far more severe challenge. The most severe and long-

term threat Israel faces is Iran’s nuclear ambitions 
 

 The Threat from Hamas 

Israel’s decision not to enter a full-scale war with Hamas in 

November 2018 [a er Hamas sent 500 rockets into southern 

Israel] cannot be understood without realising that there are 

far greater challenges the Israeli cabinet and defence estab-

lishment are worried about.  

Neither Israel nor Hamas want a full-scale war. 

A long-term agreement is not possible at the moment be-

cause the gaps are too large. Hamas does not recognise Is-

rael’s right to exist, rejects the agreement between Israel 

and the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) and is not 

willing to renounce terror. It also wants the ability to re-

arm and import weapons from Iran and other places 

Hamas wants a ‘narrow political arrangement’ that will re-

vive the economy in Gaza – knowing they will not receive 

full freedom of movement because Israel wants guarantees 

that they will not smuggle weapons into Gaza 

If both Israel and Hamas remain in the ‘cease ire’ scenario, 

Gaza can be calm for a couple of years 
 

Iranian Assets in Syria 

Iran’s presence in Syria remains a huge problem. This is 

because of Iran’s plans to build a formidable military force 

in Syria against Israel. Had Israel not taken the necessary  
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action against Iran, its military build-up in Syria would be 

fully operational today. Just as Iran is determined to build 

up their power, Israel is unwavering in preventing them 

from doing so 

Even so, Iran’s presence in Syria is not the most severe 

challenge facing Israel. As long as Israel continues to con-

front Iran only in Syria, Israel has an advantage. The Irani-

ans are now likely regretting the choice of Syria as their 

main arena to ight Israel and are potentially considering 

relocating their operations to Lebanon and Iraq. This will 

be a more dif icult challenge for Israel 
 

 Hezbollah Missiles and the Precision Project 

The third and even more challenging threat facing Israel is 

Hezbollah, which has a stronger and much larger capacity 

in Lebanon than Iran does in Syria. Israeli deterrence vis-à

-vis Hezbollah is very strong and Hassan Nasrallah, the 

Secretary-General of Hezbollah, will do everything in his 

power to prevent a third Lebanon war 

The Precision Project is key to understanding the gravity of 

this threat. It is Iran’s grand plan to be more effective 

against Israel conventionally and involves plans to up-

grade thousands of missiles and rockets in Hezbollah’s 

arsenal, incorporating precision guided technology that 

would allow the missiles to land within 5 to 10 metres of 

their target 
 

 The Iranian Nuclear Challenge 

The inal and most severe threat is that of the Iranian nu-

clear challenge, but it’s a long-term problem. The Iranian 

nuclear weapons programme can be renewed at any point 

and following President Trump’s decision to withdraw 

from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), Iran 

could follow suit and leave the agreement. However, Iran 

is navigating this situation with extreme caution, hoping 

Trump will be side-lined and the rest of the world will not 

join him in sanctioning businesses that trade with Iran 


